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deborah wexler, the luella wexler distinguished professor of american culture, special collections
& university archives, department of history, university of illinois at urbana-champaign. 705 n.
mathews drive, urbana, il 61801. 312.298.0296 luella wexler distinguished professor in the
department of american culture and history. wexler researches and teaches the history of
women and african-american history. she has co-authored two books and presented numerous
scholarly papers at national and international conferences. if you have previously submitted a
film for consideration in the special aas film expo, it should not be repeated. if you have any
questions about submitting your film, please contact the expo coordinator: we welcome the
submission of films related to asia produced by scholars and independent filmmakers. criteria
utilized in the selection process include timeliness, broad appeal to the scholarly community, and
examples of new field work. all films presented in the conference are promoted in a special aas
film expo booklet which includes contact information for distributors or filmmakers who self-
distribute. in addition to the film expo booklet distributed to conference attendees, film listings
are included in the aas annual conference program addendum and on the aems website:. when
possible, short post-screening q&as are arranged with filmmakers or film representatives in
attendance or via online video conferencing. we can not offer funding to attend the screening.
we welcome the submission of films related to asia produced by scholars and independent
filmmakers. criteria utilized in the selection process include timeliness, broad appeal to the
scholarly community, and examples of new field work. all films presented in the conference are
promoted in a special aas film expo booklet which includes contact information for distributors or
filmmakers who self-distribute. in addition to the film expo booklet distributed to conference
attendees, film listings are included in the aas annual conference program addendum and on the
aems website: .
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my fair wedding, a 2014 film by jang hee-sun. 94 minutes. korean with english subtitles. tuesday,
april 12th, 7:00pm, spurlock museum, knight auditorium, 600 s. gregory street, urbana, il

introduction and post discussion tbd. in this intimate and candid film, we follow gwang-soo and
dave as they plan their gala wedding, the first same-sex marriage performed in south korea. held
openly to the public at kwangtong bridge, this landmark wedding is not free from gay marriage
opponents making their displeasure heard before and during the grooms special day. a light-

hearted love story with strong undertones about marriage equality, my fair wedding offers a first-
hand account on overcoming adversity and how a milestone event goes beyond just one couple.
for more information on this and future events: our pathway to success was never going to be

seeing ourselves in a traditional narrow sense. so when we began to define community, we
looked across the landscape for a broader definition and said well our community is going to be

anyone from under-resourced communities anywhere in the world. but our special focus was
people from urban communities at that point. malaika, a 2012 film by nandana ramnath. 32

minutes. hindi. tuesday, april 11th, 7:00pm, spurlock museum, knight auditorium, 600 s. gregory
street, urbana, il introduction and post discussion tbd. the village of malaika thrives on well-
being, even in the midst of devastation. a 14-year old girl sets out on a journey to find her

family's strength and happiness again. the fablelike film is unique in representing both sides of
the story of the men, women and children of a region that is experiencing a modern-day

renaissance. for more information on this and future events: 5ec8ef588b
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